Jones & Sykes have observed that the superlattice lines in X-ray photographs of AuCu, are not always as sharp as the main lines, and that the broadening depends markedly on the indices of the line. They explain these phenomena by assuming that the crystals of AuCus contain many 'anti-phase nuclei' in which the superlattice is organized in different ways. In the present paper it is shown that the integral breadth of a reflexion from a crystal in which all the unit cells are not the same is A,/0/cos 0 \Jtdt, where J t is the mean value of the product FF* of the structure factors of two unit cells separated a distance t in the hlcl direc tion. Detailed calculations are made of the broadening to be expected from five different ways in which the nuclei can 'change step'. Closest agreement with the observed broadening is given by a manner of ' changing step ' in which the gold atoms avoid one another.
I t appears th a t within the single crystals practically all the material is ordered, but occasionally it 'changes step ', so th a t the domains of perfect order are smaller than the crystals. The thickness of the transition layer between domains appears to be of the order of one unit cell. Jones & Sykes have worked out the size of the domains on the assumption th a t they may be treated as 'small particles' and the Scherrer formula applied. The size they obtained depended markedly on the indices
[ 360 ] The explanation of the variation is to be sought in the manner in which the changes of step occur. I t has been shown (Wilson 1942) th a t the integral breadths of reflexions from a structure containing faults of this kind depend on the prob ability th at two non-adjacent cells are alike. There are several assumptions which can be made about the way in which the changes of step occur. The simplest is th a t they occur without reference to crystallographic direction, i.e. th a t the probability of two cells being alike depends only on their distance apart. Another possibility is th a t they occur on 100 planes, i.e. the probability of two cells being alike depends on the projection of their distance apart on the nearest 100 direction. In the present paper the following possibilities are considered:
(1) mistakes occurring without reference to crystallographic direction, (2) mis takes occurring on 100 planes, (3) mistakes occurring on 110 planes, (4) mistakes occurring on 111 planes, (5) mistakes occurring so th a t gold atoms do not come into contact.
I t is found th at no one of these models gives satisfactory agreement with the observed apparent sizes. The fifth is the closest approximation, and a combination of mistakes of the first and fifth kinds is found to give fairly good agreement.
General calculationj*
For the general calculation it is convenient to choose orthorhombic axes such th at the 100 reflexion is th at called hkl when the crystal is referred to the usual cubic f The argument in this section is very similar to that of Stokes & Wilson (1942) ; it is therefore given in condensed form. axes. This is always possible. Then the amplitude of the radiation reflected in the direction H K L (H, K and L not necessarily integral) is proportional to
where the j ' s are integers giving the positions of the unit cells of the crystal and FJs are the structure factors of the unit cells. The intensity reflected with H between H and H + dH, K between K and K + dK, L between L a to (1) multiplied by its complex conjugate:
The intensity reflected on to the film in the neighbourhood of 100 iŝ = 2 2 2 2 2 2 Ft F f exp {27r»(i; 3l J 2 3* 3 X j 2 ^3
x j* exp
The integrals vanish unless^ = jz andjg = when they have the value + 1. Then
the total intensity is I -f (dljdH)dH = 2 2 2 Fj F J J i 3i 3z 3* and the intensity at H -1 is
Let a, b, c be the lengths of the orthorhombic axes, let Jt, where t = be the mean value of FF* for two cells separated by a distance in the 100 direction (i.e. the hlcl direction when referred to the usual cubic axes), and let the volume of the part of the crystal in which the unit cells have others at a distance ma from them be V (the Vx of Stokes & Wilson). Then
on replacing the summation by an integration. If the integral breadth of a reflexion is defined as its total intensity divided by the intensity for
Jt is a constant this is (as it should be) the expression for the integral breadth of a reflexion from a perfect crystal (Stokes & Wilson 1942, equation (17)). In the applications considered in the present paper it happens to have the form
J0e x y ( -S \ t \ ) ,
where 8i s a positive quantity large compared with the reciprocal of the dimensions of the crystal. Vt will normally be of the form (a polynomial in t), and Jt will become negligibly small before Vt differs appreciably from V0. To a sufficient approximation therefore equation (9) may be written
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The apparent particle size is defined by Jones (1938) as e = A/P cos0. I t is perhaps worth remarking th at for perfect crystals this is the volume average of the thickness of the crystal measured in the h k ldirection (Stokes & Wilson For crystals containing nuclei of the type considered here it is A 2 cos 0 2 cos 6 8A 8
Calc u l a t io n s fo r p a r t ic u l a r m o d els
I t is now necessary to calculate Jt for the particular models listed above. The first four are similar and may be considered together. Suppose th at for every increase in distance ads measured in a certain direction there is a probability ads of a change of step occurring, where a is a constant and a is the edge of the (cubic) unit cell. 
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Let the probability th at a cell at a distance from a given unit cell is like the given unit cell be P(s). If no change of step occurs, and the cell a t as is like the given cell, the cell at a(s + ds) will also be like the given unit cell. If a change of step occurs, and the cell at as is not like the given cell, the cell at a(s + ds) has a chance of 1/3 of being like the given cell, since the change may be to any of the three types of cell which the cell at as is not. Then the probability th at the cell a t a(s + ds) is like the given cell is
where Ki s a constant. Since P (0) = 1, A is 3/4 and
Suppose th at the unit cells are separated by m x unit cells in the x direction, ra2 in the y direction and m3 in the 2 direction. The possibilities are th a t as is (1) the distance between the cells, (2) the distance between the cells measured in a 100 direction, (3) the distance between the cells measured in a 110 direction, or (4) the distance between the cells measured in a 111 direction.
Let n v n2, n3 be the positive values of m1; ra2, m3 arranged in decreasing or magnitude. Then for the four cases, 
where Au and Cu are the structure factors of the respective atoms. The mean value of the product FF* for two cells separated a distance t in the hkl direction is therefore 
(s)} (F* + F* + F t ) i + Fb[P(s) F* + {1 -P(8)} {F*a + F* + Ft)/3]/4 + Fe[P{8) F t + {1 -P(s)} (F*
The apparent particle sizes for the four cases are therefore
Perhaps the easiest way of comparing the predictions from the four models with the observed apparent particle sizes is to arrange the reflexions in order of decreasing apparent size, and give also the predicted orders of apparent size. This is done in table 2. The ' observed' particle sizes for reflexions 221 and 411 have been calculated from the observed sizes from lines 8 and 18 on the assumption th at 300 would give the same result as 100, and 330 as 110. Unfortunately line 17 (410 + 322) cannot be separated in this way. Model 1, which predicts the same apparent size from each line, is omitted. None of the four gives reasonable agreement with the observed order of apparent size. Model 3 is perhaps the closest. The fifth model, i.e. th at in which mistakes occur in such a way th at gold atoms do not come into contact, requires more complex treatment. Consideration shows th at only on 100 planes is it possible to have such mistakes. In the x direction, for instance, the A arrangement can change to the D, in the y direction to the r 366 A. J. C. Wilson in the z direction to the B, without contact of gold atoms. Th possible changes of variety of order is
Suppose that A a (x, y, z) is the probability th a t a cell with a displacement ax, ay, az from a given A cell is also A , B a(x,y,z) the probability th a t it is B, Ca(x,y,z) the probability th at it is C, and Da{x, y, z) the probability th a t it is D. Then the prob ability th at a cell at
The differential equations satisfied by
Similarly the differential equations for Ba, Ca, Da are 
In deriving these equations it has been tacitly assumed th a t x, y, z are positive. Actually all the exponentials should be written with | \y \, in place of x, y, z. The mean value of FF* for two cells separated by the displacement x, y, z is then where p and q are the positive values of the indices of the same parity, i.e. the two which are even or the two which are odd. The order of decreasing particle size pre dicted by this model is given in column 6 of table 2. I t will be noted th a t all lines except 210 are in the correct order. This is much more satisfactory than the previous models, but it is not possible to choose a so as to In particular, line 100 should be as sharp as the main lines for all values of This result suggests th at a combination of two varieties of mistake, one which occurs only on 100 planes to give a nearly correct order of apparent particle sizes, and another which occurs without reference to crystallographic direction to give a general broadening of the superlattice lines, might produce reasonable quantitative agreement with the observed apparent particle sizes. Suppose th at the probability of a mistake of the first kind in a distance ads is ads, of the second kind is yds. Then, with A a, etc. having the same meaning as before,
where r = *J(x2 + y2 + z2). The differential equations for A a are therefore
and two similar, with nine more for B a, CD a. The for the preceding model, but with the exponentials 
where p and q are the positive values of the indices of the same parity. This gives the satne order of apparent particle sizes as the previous model, but with 2y/3a = 0-00492 and aja = 0-00303
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fair quantitative agreement is obtained. The greatest error (9-2 %) is in line 210, the only one which is in the wrong order.
A. J-c -Wilson Criticism of the theory
The agreement between the observed apparent particle sizes and those calculated from model 6 is sufficiently close to give some probability to the idea th at even when the nuclei ' change step ' the gold atoms tend to avoid one another. At the same time, it does not seem impossible th at by the exercise of sufficient ingenuity other models could be found that would give as good or better agreement. The chief objection to the general method of the calculations is th a t it does not take into account explicitly the 'foam' structure proposed by Bragg (1940) .
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